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Abstract
We derive a principled framework for encoding prior
knowledge of information coupling between views or camera
poses (translation and orientation) of a single scene. While
deep neural networks have become the prominent solution
to many tasks in computer vision, some important problems
not so well suited for deep models have received less at-
tention. These include uncertainty quantification, auxiliary
data fusion, and real-time processing, which are instrumen-
tal for delivering practical methods with robust inference.
While these are central goals in probabilistic machine learn-
ing, there is a tangible gap between the theory and practice
of applying probabilistic methods to many modern vision
problems. For this, we derive a novel parametric kernel
(covariance function) in the pose space, SE(3), that encodes
information about input pose relationships into larger mod-
els. We show how this soft-prior knowledge can be applied
to improve performance on several real vision tasks, such as
feature tracking, human face encoding, and view synthesis.
1. Introduction
Gaussian processes (GPs, [37]) provide a flexible proba-
bilistic framework for combining a priori knowledge with
forecasting, noise removal, and explaining data. Their
strengths are in many ways complementary to those of deep
neural networks which perform best in applications where
large training data sets are available and the test points reside
close to the training samples. The tremendous success of
deep neural networks in solving many fundamental com-
puter vision tasks has largely dictated the research in the
past years, but recent interest in prediction under incomplete
inputs has motivated combining the extreme flexibility and
expressive power of current computer vision models with
structured constraints encoded by GP priors. Application
areas include uncertainty quantification (see discussion in
[1, 26]), auxiliary data fusion, and prediction under scarce
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Figure 1. We propose a Gaussian process prior for encoding known
six degrees-of-freedom camera movement (relative pose informa-
tion) into probabilistic models. In this example, built-in visual-
inertial tracking of the iPhone movement is used for pose estima-
tion. The phone starts from standstill at the left and moves to the
right (translation can be seen in the covariance in (a)). The phone
then rotates from portrait to landscape which can be read from the
orientation (view) covariance in (b).
data. These are instrumental for delivering practical methods
and robustifying inference.
In this paper, we aim to fill a tangible gap between the
theory and practice of applying probabilistic methods to
certain computer vision tasks. We propose a tailored Gaus-
sian process prior for encoding knowledge of camera poses
(translation and orientation) into probabilistic models. In
GPs, prior assumptions are encoded by a covariance function.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 we aim to encode the notion of simi-
larity of camera views given the known camera movement.
Visual odometry or egomotion refers to estimating the
camera movement between frames. In practice, the esti-
mation is typically fused with motion information from in-
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ertial sensors. New consumer hardware in smartphones
and cars typically have these capabilities built-in—Apple
iPhones/iPads run ARKit and Android devices Google AR-
Core, both exposing real-time six degrees-of-freedom cam-
era pose data. This readily available motion information
could be utilized as priors for improving standard visual re-
gression and classification tasks. However, typical computer
vision methods operating on a stream of images consider the
frames independently and merely post-process the outputs
by, e.g., linear interpolation or temporal low-pass filtering.
We propose a new (prior) model and stress its applica-
bility as a building block in many future methods. The
contributions of this paper are: (i) This paper is bridging:
We emphasize the principled link between computer vision
and non-parametric inference for encoding probabilistic in-
formation between the six degrees of freedom of a camera
pose; (ii) We propose a new yet simple Gaussian process
prior model (view covariance function) for encoding 3D
camera orientation that extends the theory of GP models to-
wards vision applications; (iii) We show how incorporating
this prior can immediately facilitate several computer vision
tasks, such as latent space interpolation, where we improve
upon the state-of-the-art.
2. Background
Gaussian processes (GPs) provide a probabilistic plug-
and-play framework for specifying prior knowledge inside
models. As a general-purpose machine learning paradigm
they are insrumental in applications for discovering structure
in signals [9], regression tasks [2], data-efficient reinforce-
ment learning [6], and probabilistic numerics [19]. In theory,
their applicability is only limited by the availablity of prior
knowlege that can be encoded.
We focus on GP models [37] that admit the form of a
Gaussian process prior f(x) ∼ GP(µ(x), κ(x,x′)) and
likelihood y | f ∼ ∏ni=1 p(yi | f(xi)), where the data D =
{(xi, yi)}ni=1 are input–output pairs, µ(x) the mean func-
tion, and κ(x,x′) the covariance function of the GP prior.
This family covers many standard modelling problems, in-
cluding regression and classification tasks.
GPs are typically associated with two issues hindering
their wider use: (i) prohibitive cubic scaling in the number
of training samples n and (ii) the need for approximative in-
ference when dealing with non-Gaussian likelihoods. From
the perspective of computer vision, these limitations are cen-
tral, but extensive research in the recent years has delivered
methods to overcome these limitations by methods such as
basis function projection [20, 30], matrix structure exploiting
[43, 44], stochastic approximations [21, 27] and temporal
models [38, 41]. The availability of GPU-accelerated soft-
ware libraries such as GPflow [33] and GPyTorch [15] have
recently made GP models more applicable as building blocks
for larger models. Therefore, the traditional limitations are
getting less severe, allowing GPs to provide exciting oppor-
tunities for computer vision applications.
In this paper, the main contributions relate to the GP
prior, where the a priori assumptions are encoded by the
covariance function (kernel) κ(·, ·). Without loss of gener-
ality, we constrain our interest to models with µ(x) = 0.
For computer vision and graphics applications, recent work
in kernel design has focused more on encoding the igno-
rance rather than the knowledge about orientation. Invariant
kernels (see, e.g., [17]) can robustify deep convolutional
models against rotation (rotation invariance), while transla-
tion insensitive kernels [8] can account for problems with
patch similarity across images. We, however, aim to encode
explicit prior knowledge about inter-image camera poses—
view similarity—by crafting a view kernel that accounts for
camera translation and orientation. This line of research has
connections to distance measures between rigid bodies [34].
Perhaps due to the two limitations mentioned earlier, GPs
have not been extensively used in computer vision appli-
cations. Sufficient and necessary conditions for Gaussian
kernels on metric spaces are derived in [23], with the focus
on theoretical ground-work. GP priors for rigid motions
applied to object tracking is extensively studied in [28, 29],
which also lays the ground for the comparisons in this paper.
There has also been previous work in combining variational
autoencoders with GP priors in vision [3, 10] and GP based
latent variable models for multi-view and view-invariant fa-
cial expression recognition [11, 12]. In [3], GPs are applied
to face image modelling, where the GP accounts for the pose,
and in [42] they are used for 3D people tracking.
From an application point of view, leveraging information
from consecutive views lies at the heart of many subfields
in computer vision. Video analysis, multi-view methods,
optical flow, visual tracking, and motion estimation and cor-
rection all directly build on the object or camera movement
cues in consecutive image frames. View priors can also help
in semantic processing of video [13] or depth estimation
[22]. However, in many ‘one-shot’ applications in visual re-
gression and classification, the frames of the image sequence
are treated as independent of one another, and typically pro-
cessed with linear interpolation or low-pass filtering.
3. Camera pose priors
In geometric computer vision (e.g., [18]), the standard
description of a camera projection model—relating the 3D
world image points to the 2D camera image—is character-
ized by extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. The extrin-
sic parameters denote the coordinate system transformations
from 3D world coordinates to 3D camera coordinates, while
the intrinsic parameters map the 3D camera coordinates to
image coordinates. In the standard pinhole camera model,
this corresponds to(
u v 1
)T ∝ K (RT −RTp) (x y z 1)T , (1)
where (u, v) are the image (pixel) coordinates, (x, y, z) ∈
R3 are the world coordinates, K is the so-called camera
matrix (intrinsic parameters) and the extrinsic parameters
describe the position of the camera centre p ∈ R3, and the
camera orientation R in world coordinates. From Eq. (1),
given a set of fixed world coordinates and a known motion
between frames the driver for changes in pixel values (u, v)
is the camera pose P = {p,R}.
3.1. Kernels in SE(3)
In the mathematical sense, the three-dimensional cam-
era poses belong to the special Euclidean group, SE(3),
whose elements are called rigid motions or Euclidean mo-
tions. They comprise arbitrary combinations of translations
and rotations, but not reflections. This group contains affine
transformations represented as a translation followed by a
rotation: SO(3)×T(3), where the former denotes the special
orthogonal rotation group and the latter the group of trans-
lations. A camera pose P = {p,R} is an element of this
group. We consider a separable setup, where the orientation
and translation contributions enter the prior in a separable
manner: κpose(P, P ′) = κtrans.(p,p′)κview(R,R′). As
the translation vectors reside in R3, we may directly write
the translation kernel as any suitable covariance function
(see, e.g., [9, 37] for overviews). An apparent first choice
is the so-called squared exponential (RBF, exponentiated
quadratic) covariance function:
κ(p,p′) = σ2 exp
(
−‖p− p
′‖2
2`2
)
, (2)
where σ2 denotes a magnitude and ` > 0 is a characteris-
tic lengthscale hyperparameter. This particular choice of
covariance function encodes continuity, smoothness, and
translation invariance in p. An example realization of
the corresponding covariance matrix C, for which Ci,j =
κtrans.(pi,pj), is visualized in Fig. 1a.
3.2. View orientation kernels
Our interest is in formulating a proper view orienta-
tion covariance function. Here, the first choice could be
to leverage the standard periodic kernel, which can be de-
rived following MacKay [32]: Given a valid covariance
function κ(u,u′), we can introduce a non-linear mapping
x 7→ u(x), through which to define a new covariance func-
tion κ′(x,x′) , κ(u(x),u(x′)). The standard periodic
kernel (c.f ., [37]) is usually derived by the mapping θ 7→ u
that warps θ to the unit circle: u(θ) = (cos(θ), sin(θ)).
Combining this with the covariance function in Eq. (2) gives
κ(θ, θ′) = exp
(
−‖u(θ)− u(θ
′)‖2
2`2
)
= exp
(
−2 sin
2((θ − θ′)/2)
`2
)
, (3)
which can be used for imposing a periodic prior over inputs
θ ∈ R. Now, Eq. (3) could be extended to the space of
arbitrary three-dimensional rotations by assuming the three
view rotation (Euler) angles θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) to be fully
separable. This would correspond to a separable view kernel
(Fig. 2d):
κ(θ,θ′) =
∏
j={1,2,3}
exp
(
− 2 sin
2((θj − θ′j)/2)
`2j
)
. (4)
This, however, has several issues related to the use of Euler
angles. For three-dimensional rotations Euler angles suffer
from possibly singular representations and gimbal lock (loss
of one degree of freedom, see, e.g., [7, 14]), and should thus
be avoided as an internal representation of orientation.
Quaternion formalism Instead of Euler angles common
representations for orientation are given in terms of rotation
matrices or quaternions. The set of unit quaternions, q =
(qw, qx, qy, qz), s.t. ‖q‖ ≡ 1, forms the 3D rotation group
SO(3) (the group of 3×3 rotation matrices) covering the
S3 sphere. For defining a distance metric similar to that of
the norm of warping in Eq. (3), the apparent first choice
is the arc distance. The geodesic (arc) distance dg(q1,q2)
between unit quaternions q1 and q2 along the surface of
the S3 sphere is defined as dg(q1,q2) = ‖ ln(q−11 q2)‖ (see,
e.g., [35]). The geodesic distance (or the corresponding
arc angle) can be computed by explicitly expanding the
quaternion logarithm via the quaternion dot product:
dg(q1,q2) = arccos(2(q1 · q2)2 − 1). (5)
In order to seek a similar, but higher-dimensional, form
of Eq. (3), the quaternion representation can directly be used
as a mapping. This would make sense, as the derivation of
the standard periodic covariance function can be viewed as a
mapping onto the complex plane and quaternions represent
a 4D extension of complex numbers. We may define the
distance between quaternions q1 and q2 as the norm of
their difference, dquat(q1,q2) = 2‖q1−q2‖. In quaternion
algebra, this still translates to the Euclidean norm of element-
wise differences. The quaternion model has been discussed
in previous work by Lang et al. [28, 29].
However, the resulting covariance function is not well-
behaved in all orientations—due to non-uniqueness of
quaternions—as can be seen from the plot in Fig. 2b (or
the plots in the Appendix), where full-turn (2pi) correlations
are zero.
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Figure 2. (Left) Covariance function between two degrees-of-freedom rotations (for simpler visualization) with scale 0 1 and ` = 1.
(a) uses the geodesic distance, (b) the quaternion norm distance, (d) shows the separable periodic covariance function, and (e) the proposed
non-separable covariance function. (Right) Cross-sections along the diagonal and θ2 ≡ 0, showing that in 1D (d) and (e) coincide, while (e)
is symmetric in 2D/3D.
Rotation matrix formalism The peculiarities with the
previous formulations, as visualized in Fig. 2, acted as
a motivation to seek a more principled generalization of
the periodic covariance function to general rotations. As
for quaternions in the previous section, the geodesic dis-
tance between two orientations defined by rotation matrices
R1 and R2 can be defined through the arccosine of the
matrix trace operator (see Appendix A.1): dg(R1,R2) =
arccos( 12 (tr(R
T
1R2) − 1)), which is equal to the distance
metric in quaternion space in Eq. (5) (visualized in Fig. 7a in
the Appendix). A Taylor expansion (see Appendix A.2) for
this distance metric around the origin gives a mapping that
we use for the non-separable covariance function (visualized
in Fig. 2e):
κview(R,R
′) = exp
(
− tr(I−R
TR′)
2`2
)
. (6)
To account for different characteristic scaling per
axis, Eq. (6) may be generalized to κview(R,R′) =
exp(− 12 tr(Λ−RTΛR′)), where Λ = diag(`−2x , `−2y , `−2z )
(NB: The `s are coupled and its interpretation is not as
straightforward as scaling for the respective axes). The pro-
posed 3D view kernel in Eq. (6) gives the standard periodic
kernel as a special case (see Fig. 2f and Appendix A.3).
To summarize, we propose the non-sparable orientation
covariance function κview(·, ·) that preserves a symmetric
correlation structure around origin (like the geodesic model),
does not suffer from the degeneracy of Euler angles, and
returns the standard periodic kernel as a special case in 1D.
4. Application experiments
In the experiments, we show examples of three real-world
applications of the view kernel. The first experiment focuses
on quantifying the practical differences in the different view
priors from the previous section. The second experiment
focuses on view synthesis in a challenging GPPVAE model,
where the model has been extended with the general view
prior. The third experiment is concerned with latent space
interpolation for human face modelling which showcases the
general applicability of the view information.
4.1. Comparison of camera motion kernels
In the first experiment, we compare different GP priors
for filling in visual feature tracks. The motivation of these
experiments is not the application itself (feature-track inter-
polation), but evaluating the flexibility and capability of the
proposed methods to capture real-world camera motion.
Table 1. RMSE and NLPD measures for the feature tracking example for predict-
ing pixel coordinates in interleaved frames based on the Google Tango device
motion. Results calculated over 533 tracks of handheld movement. Smaller is
better.
Model (kernel) description RMSE NLPD
Translation only 8.01 3.679
Separable orientation only [32] 15.38 4.187
Non-separable orientation only (ours) 15.23 4.179
Linear-in-extrinsics [28] 12.24 3.940
Trans. & sep. orientation 7.66 3.631
Trans. & non-sep. orientation (ours) 7.57 3.616 Figure 3. Example feature tracks for one frame from
the Tango device with natural motion to fill in.
The data (sequence 01 from [5]) contains handheld mo-
tion of a Google Tango device while walking in a shopping
mall. It comprises a video file with 789 frames (over the
time-course of 4:20 min, resolution 640×480) and associ-
ated three-dimensional camera pose information for every
frame. We apply a Shi–Tomasi feature extractor [39] to se-
lect strong corner points in the frames and track them across
frames by a pyramidal Lucas–Kanade tracker [31]. Exam-
ple feature track histories are shown in Fig. 3. We discard
short tracks and are left with 533 full-length feature tracks,
tracked over 20 frames each, giving input–output pairs(iv)
{(Pi, (u, v)i)}20i=1, where (u, v) are the pixel coordinates
and Pi denotes the camera pose. In each track, we use 85%
of the points for training and 15% for testing.
We set up a GP regression task for predicting the u and v
coordinates for unseen frames along the track. Because the
world coordinates points are regarded fixed, the point loca-
tions in the frames are driven by the movement of the camera
(c.f ., Eq. (1)). We consider independent GP regression mod-
els for every track j = 1, 2, . . . , 533 in u and v: u(j)i =
f
(j)
u (P
(j)
i ) + ε
(j)
u,i and v
(j)
i = f
(j)
v (P
(j)
i ) + ε
(j)
v,i with GP pri-
ors f (j)u ∼ GP(0, κ(P, P ′)) and f (j)v ∼ GP(0, κ(P, P ′)).
We consider six different movement-induced GP priors:
(i) only translation (Eq. (2)), (ii) the separable periodic kernel
by using Euler angles (Eq. (4) as based on [32]), (iii) the
proposed non-separable orientation kernel (Eq. (6)), (iv) a
linear-in-extrinsics kernel as a baseline (see Sec. 3.3 in [28]),
and (v–vi) product kernels between the translation kernel and
each orientation kernel. For each covariance function, we
jointly learn the hyperparameters of the GP priors (the noise
and magnitude scales and the lengthscales are considered
shared) by maximizing w.r.t. log likelihood.
We evaluate the models on the test data in terms of pre-
dictive RMSE and negative log-predictive density (NLPD).
The results in Table 1 show the proposed non-separable view
orientation kernel outperforms the separable orientation ker-
nel. The first three methods only use either the translation
or orientation input, while the last three use the full 6-DoF
pose as inputs. The results show that neither camera rotation
nor translation can alone provide good regressors for the
task. Also, just trying to use the camera extrinsic matrix
directly (without leveraging knowledge of the manifold the
extrinsics live in) does not suffice. Finally, we see that our
non-separable model provides a clear benefit over simply
disregarding the link between 3D orientations.
4.2. View synthesis with a Gaussian process prior
variational autoencoder
We consider an experiment where we use the Gaussian
Process Prior Variational Autoencoder (GPPVAE) by Casale
et al. [3] to predict unseen views of objects. The GPPVAE
attempts to capture correlations in both object identities and
views by leveraging covariance structure in latent space.
However, in the original paper, the experiments only consid-
ered a rotation in one dimension (modelled with the standard
periodic kernel). As our proposed kernel function can work
with arbitrary poses, it can be plugged into the GPPVAE
model to account for three-dimensional views. Using the
model of Casale et al. [3], given training images Y , object
feature vectors X , and training views P , the predictive pos-
terior for an image y? for an object with features x? seen
from a camera pose P? is given by
p(y? |x?,Y,X ,P) ≈∫
p(y? | z?)︸ ︷︷ ︸
decode prediction
p(z? |x?, P?,Z,X ,P)︸ ︷︷ ︸
GP predictive posterior
q(Z |Y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
encode training data
dz? dZ. (7)
We carried out an experiment with ShapeNet [4] 3D
chair models at 128×128 resolution. There are 6778 dif-
ferent chair shapes in total. For each object, we render im-
ages from 18 fixed views, considering both azimuth angles
(0◦, 60◦, . . . , 300◦) and elevation angles (0◦, 45◦,−45◦).
The camera view angles are shown in Fig. 4a. We randomly
selected 80% images for training (97,603 images), 10% for
validation (12,201 images) and 10% for testing (12,200 im-
ages).
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Figure 4. Results from experiments on the PoseNet chairs data set. (a) Visualization of the 18 camera view angles considered in the data.
(b–c) View and object covariances resulting from GPPVAE jointly learning the object features and hyperparameters. (d) Comparison of
out-of-sample predictions of chairs in out-of-sample views, where the proposed view prior delivers sharper predictive samples.
The task is to predict chair images y? in orientations P? =
R? that are unobserved. Unlike many approaches to similar
tasks, we do not learn any 3D representation explicitly. As
our sampled views are located on the same sphere, we do
not consider translation between cameras. For the object
covariance, we use a linear kernel between learned object
features. The resulting composite kernel κ(x,R;x′,R′)
expresses the covariance between two chair images in terms
of the relative view orientation between view orientations R
and R′ and object feature vectors x and x′:
κ(x,R;x′,R′) = xTx′︸︷︷︸
object
exp
(− 1
2
tr(Λ−RTΛR′))︸ ︷︷ ︸
view
. (8)
We learn the lengthscale hyperparameters `x, `y, `z as part
of the training. For the most part, we replicate the setup as
presented in [3], but due to rich variability in chair shapes, we
consider a higher rank (M = 128) for the object covariance
(see Appendix C for details).
Fig. 4 shows results for the chair view synthesis experi-
ment. The object and view covariance matrices are shown
in Figs. 4b and 4c (view covariance matrix is in log-scale
due to characteristic lengthscales being ∼5.3◦). For the
proposed view kernel, the MSE is 0.024±0.013, which
has better performance than using a pose-independent prior
(0.026±0.014) or learning the full view-covariance matrix
as in [3] (0.062±0.041). Compared to the face experiment
in [3], the chairs were harder to model. When attempt-
ing to learn the full view covariance matrix, GPPVAE had
problems disentangling the contribution of view and object,
which shows as inferior performance compared to the view
prior in Eq. (8). Moreover, models with an independent
or fully-learned covariance matrix cannot be generalized to
novel views without retraining, while our proposed kernel
can be evaluated for arbitrary new views.
4.3. Robust interpolation for face reconstruction
As a final experiment, we consider view-aware GP in-
terpolation in the latent space of a Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN, [16]) for face generation. We use the GAN
as a feature extractor, and do GP regression in the latent
space representations. The data comprises short video se-
quences of faces of four volunteers captured by an Apple
iPhone XS. We used a tailored application for capturing the
videos stream (1440×1920 at 60 Hz) interleaved with cam-
era poses from the Apple ARKit API which uses the phone
camera and motion sensors for returning high-frequency
camera poses.
In absence of a built-in encoder, as in case of many GANs,
we can use an optimization process to find out the best latent
code for an image j. The traditional approach has been to
learn these codes from i.i.d. training data, and under the as-
sumption that we essentially have only a single ‘observation’
of each entity that the image represents. We now relax this
assumption and consider the more general case where we
postulate the existence of a ‘hidden’ latent code fj ∈ Rd
for certain invariant elements of an input sample (such as
face identity), and re-interpret the latent code produced by
an encoder or optimizer as a noisy ‘observation’ yj ∈ Rd of
the correct code.
Furthermore, we consider the situation where we have
multiple images that share those invariant elements (such
as the same face identity viewed from different angles) and
thereby we have, correspondingly, multiple ‘observations’
of the correct latent code that corresponds to those invariant
elements. We can now cast this as a GP regression prob-
lem, where each latent dimension, i = 1, 2, . . . , d is consid-
ered independently. The likelihood is yj,i = fi(Pj) + εj,i,
εj,i ∼ N(0, σ2n), for frames j = 1, 2, . . . , n. The GP prior
is over the camera poses Pj : fi(P ) ∼ GP(0, κview(P, P ′)).
Input #1 Input #2
Input #1 Input #2GP interpolation by known camera motion
Figure 5. Two examples of view-aware latent space interpolation using the latent space of StyleGAN [24]. These reconstructions are based
on only taking the first and the last frame of short side-to-side video sequences (Input #1 and #2), encoding them into the GAN latent space,
and interpolating the intermediate frames using only the information of the associated camera poses (from Apple ARKit) captured on an
iPhone XS. The intermediate frames were recovered by regressing the latent space with our view-aware GP prior. The frames are re-created
in correct head orientations. The irregular angular speed of the camera movement (not shown) is precisely captured by our method, resulting
in non-symmetric interpolation. See supplementary material for video examples.
Solving these independent GP regression problems only re-
quires inverting one n×n covariance matrix, which makes
inference fast.
GP inference can be directly employed in two different
scenarios: noise reduction and view synthesis. For the first
one, given several images of the same object, we can use the
encoder or optimizer to find the corresponding latent code.
The problem is that if our assumption is correct and these
codes can actually be characterized as noisy observations,
when we decode the codes back to individual images, we
should observe that they are inconsistent. The issue may
not be clear when visually examining single frames, but it
is plain when the frames are combined into a video (see the
Supplement for video examples).
Utilizing the view kernel and a sequence of images with
the viewing orientation information, we can predict the ex-
pected latent code, E[f(Pj) | D], for each image. We can
apply these predictions in several ways. First, we can take
the sequence of latent codes that correspond to the images
and effectively de-noise the latent code of each frame. When
we represent those reconstructed sequential images as video,
the effect is to make the video smoother and with reduced
artifacts.
In the second scenario, we can take only a subset of the
frames, in some cases even a single start and single end
frame (see Fig. 5), and interpolate the rest of the frames
in the latent space according to the camera movement by
predicting the latent codes, E[f(P?) | D], for unseen views
P?. In contrast to linear interpolation in the latent space, this
approach actually follows the original camera movement
and therefore can reproduce the same angles as the original
camera run (see Fig. 6 for comparison of this effect).
We demonstrate this approach in the latent space of Style-
GAN [24] on different face identities (see Fig. 5 and the sup-
plement for more examples). We find the latent codes of the
start and end images using an optimizer, leveraging VGG16
feature projections [36, 40]. The optimization happens in
the 18×512 latent space. The latent codes of the images
between them are predicted by our method and then decoded
back to 1024×1024 image space with the generator network
of the GAN. The values for the three hyperparameters were
fixed to σ2 = 0.1, ` = 1.098, and σ2n = 0.0001. Even if
the GAN encoding produced stable results, the considerable
slowness of finding the latent codes by optimization (in range
of minutes for single image) motivates the present approach,
as we now need to encode only a small subset of frames and
match the camera movement by the GP prediction.
Fig. 5 shows two examples of view-aware interpolation
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Figure 6. Row #1: Frames separated by equal time intervals from a camera run, aligned on the face. Row #2: Each frame independently
projected to GAN latent space and reconstructed. Row #3: Frames produced by reconstructing the first and the last frame and linearly
interpolating the intermediate frames in GAN latent space. Row #4: Frames produced by reconstructing the first and the last frame, but
interpolating the intermediate frames in GAN latent space by our view-aware GP prior. It can be seen that although linear interpolation
achieves good quality, the azimuth rotation angle of the face is lost, as expected. With the view-aware prior, the rotation angle is better
preserved. Row #5: The per-pixel uncertainty visualized in the form of standard deviation of the prediction at the corresponding time step.
Heavier shading indicates higher uncertainty around the mean trajectory.
with only a start and end frame given as inputs and the in-
terpolation conditioned on the known camera movement
trajectory. In Fig. 6, we compare to independent frame-by-
frame reconstructions, partly of low quality due to the limits
of reconstructing challenging input head poses with Style-
GAN (leading to slight variation in face alignment). As a
baseline, we also linearly interpolate between the first and
last frame, which (for apparent reasons) fails to capture the
varying camera motion, with mismatches in the head angle.
The GP solution with our view prior smoothly matches the
view orientation by simultaneously maintaining the features
of the face identity. Furthermore, we visualize the frame-
wise marginal uncertainty (posterior variance V[f(Pj) | D])
of the GP predictions as a standard deviation map in image
space. We calculate the maps by drawing 100 samples from
the posterior process and calculating the standard deviation
over faces. The uncertainty is small in the beginning/end
(where the inputs are) and highest towards the part where
even the linear interpolation is most off—showing the practi-
cal uncertainty quantification capabilities of the model.
5. Discussion and conclusion
We have presented a new view-aware approach (covari-
ance function model) to encode a priori knowledge about
camera movement into computer vision tasks. We consider
this view kernel if not the missing piece, at least an important
building block, for applying Gaussian process priors to many
computer vision models. The covariance function itself is
simple, yet elegant, and circumvents possible problems re-
lated to degeneracy and gimbal lock if applying alternative
approaches. Furthermore, the model includes the standard
periodic covariance function as a special case.
To underline the practical importance of our work, we
considered three different real-world applications for the
proposed model. Our quantitative experiments in Secs. 4.1
and 4.2 showed that the view prior can encode authentic
movement and provide a soft-prior for view synthesis. In the
final example (Sec. 4.3), we showed how the model can be
of direct practical value by acting as a camera-motion-aware
interpolator. Videos and material related to the paper is
available on https://aaltoml.github.io/view-aware-inference.
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Supplementary Material for
Gaussian Process Priors for View-Aware Inference
This file holds the supplementary material for ‘Gaussian
Process Priors for View-Aware Inference’. We provide fur-
ther details on the derivations, experiment setups, additional
results, and details on the video supplements.
A. Derivations
A.1. Derivation of the geodesic distance
The geodesic arc distance along the S3 sphere defined by
a rotation R ∈ SO(3) can be intuitively derived from the
following linear algebraic and trigonometric identities. Con-
sider the eigendecomposition of R where the eigenvectors
define the rotation axis and the eigenvalues define the angle
(or ‘distance’). The eigenvalues of a rotation matrix come as
a complex conjugate pair and ‘1’. This can be represented
as {1, e±iθ}, where θ is the rotation angle or arc distance.
In order to solve θ given R, recall the definition of cosine
in terms of complex numbers:
cos θ =
1
2
(
eiθ + e−iθ
)
. (9)
The trace of a matrix equals the sum of its eigenvalues,
and using the definition of cosine form above, we recover:
tr(R) = 1 + eiθ + e−iθ = 1 + 2 cos θ. (10)
Solving for θ gives
θ = arccos
(
tr(R)− 1
2
)
. (11)
The relative rotation between two orientations R1,R2 ∈
SO(3) is given by RT1R2, thus we recover the geodesic
distance metric that was used in Sec. 3.2 in the main paper:
dg(R1,R2) = arccos
(
tr(RT1R2)− 1
2
)
. (12)
A.2. Derivation of the three-dimensional view ker-
nel
We seek to derive the 3D counterpart of the standard
periodic kernel. For this we set up a local approximation
around the origin for the geodesic distance. Recall that the
Taylor series of cosine:
cos θ = 1− 1
2
θ2 +
1
4!
θ4 + · · · (13)
Truncating after the second term gives cos θ ≈ 1 − 12θ2.
Substituting
√
2α for θ yields cos
√
2α ≈ 1− α. Thus we
get the local approximation
arccos(1− α) ≈
√
2α. (14)
Applying the above to the geodesic distance in Eq. (12),
and substituting α for 12 (3− tr(RT1R2)), we get
dg(R1,R2) ≈
√
2α =
√
3− tr(RT1R2) =
√
tr(I−RT1R2),
(15)
which we label the ‘view’ distance
dview(R1,R2) =
√
tr(I−RT1R2). (16)
As was seen in the main paper, this approximation is accurate
around origin (see Fig. 7e).
A.3. Link between the standard periodic kernel and
the 3D view kernel
We define a general rotation matrix R with respect to yaw,
pitch, and roll defined through rotations around the axes, x,
y, and z, respectively:
Rx(θ) =
1 0 00 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ
 , (17)
Ry(θ) =
 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 , and (18)
Rz(θ) =
cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 . (19)
Thus a rotation around the axes can be given by Euler angles
θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3): R(θ) = Rz(θ3)Ry(θ2)Rx(θ1).
Taking the trace term from Eq. (16), we can parametrize
the rotations in terms of θ and θ′, giving:
tr(I−R(θ)TR(θ′)). (20)
In the degenerate case where there is only rotation around
one of the axes (say θ1 = θ′1 and θ2 = θ
′
2, θ3 = θ and
θ′3 = θ
′), we get
tr(I−Rz(θ)TRz(θ′)). (21)
Expanding the product and summing up the diagonal ele-
ments gives
(1−cos(θ−θ′))+(1−cos(θ−θ′))+0 = 2−2 cos(θ−θ′).
(22)
By applying the half-angle formula (sin2( 12α) =
1
2 (1 −
cosα)), we recover
4 sin2
(
θ − θ′
2
)
, (23)
which is exactly the form of the squared norm warping in
the standard periodic covariance function [32, 37]: ‖u(θ)−
u(θ′)‖2 for u(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ). The above derivation can
be repeated for any of the angles {θ1, θ2, θ3}, showing that in
the case of rotation only around one axis, the proposed view
covariance function coincides with the standard periodic
covariance function.
B. Details on the feature tracking experiment
Fig. 8 shows the pose covariance matrix for all the 789
frames in the video by considering both translation and ro-
tation of the camera (the ‘Trans. & non-sep. orientation’ in
Table 1). The prior covariance used for each track is thus a
subset of the whole covariance matrix, as all feature tracks
share the same hyperparameters. After optimizing w.r.t. log
likelihood, we get the values of hyperparameters as follows:
magnitude scale σ2 = 36.4, lengthscale ` = 0.962, and
noise scale σ2n = 53.6. Before regression, for the training
points in each track, we subtract the mean of the track so
that each track will have zero mean, and we add the mean
back after regression. Fig. 9 shows GP regression results of
three tracks and the prior pose covariance in each respective
case. For each trajectory, there are three randomly chosen
missing points, and we predict the u and v pixel coordinates
for the missing points separately by using the same pose
kernel in the GP prior. The red points corresponds to orig-
inal data points, where ‘ ’ indicates training points and ‘ ’
corresponds to unseen test points. The blue line is the GP
posterior mean.
As an additional supplementary file, we include a video
showing the full feature tracks used in the experiment in
Sec. 4.1. The feature histories are colour-coded so that the
cool colours represent feature point locations in the past.
C. Details on the view synthesis experiment
In the experiments in Sec. 4.2, we used a similar setup
as in GPPVAE with joint optimization (GPPVAE-joint) in
[3], where we first train the standard VAE and then optimize
the autoencoder and GP parameters jointly. For the VAE
model, the dimension of the latent space is L = 256 and
the convolutional architecture is the same as in [3]. For the
object kernel, we set the dimensionality of the object feature
vectors to M = 128. For the view kernel, we follow the
Eq. (8), where the lengthscale hyperparameters `x, `y, `z in
the diagonal matrix Λ are learned during training. The whole
model is implemented in PyTorch. The standard VAE was
trained with 1000 epochs and the GP parameters were trained
jointly for 290 epochs with batch size of 64 on a desktop
workstation (NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti, i7-7820X CPU, and
63 GB memory). For each of the models, the training time
was around one day.
D. Details on the face reconstruction experi-
ment
For the experiments in Sec. 4.3, we started from recording
a single MPEG movie file for each face identity, 20–30 sec-
onds each, with associated camera poses (from Apple ARKit)
captured on an iPhone XS. We decomposed the movie into a
sequence of single image frames that we crop to 1024×1024
and aligned the detected faces therein using the approach
of [24] based on [25]. For each image, we then created
the corresponding StyleGAN [24] latent representation us-
ing a script based on [36], as follows. We first generated a
corresponding initial ‘guess’ values for the 18×512 latent
variable matrix that StyleGAN generator uses to produce a
1024×1024 image. We fed both the generated image and
the real camera image to a pre-trained VGG-16 [40] network.
We read off the VGG-16 feature space representations of
both images, and used the difference as a loss to drive an
optimization process that, upon convergence, produces the
latent variable value that can be used to reproduce an image
that closely resembles the original camera image. The Style-
GAN model was pre-trained on the FFHQ dataset of [24].
The projections were implemented in Tensorflow while the
GP part was implemented in PyTorch.
This rather heuristic projection process is very slow (60–
120 seconds per image on a Titan V GPU), but usually pro-
duces high quality images (while other generative models
with built-in encoders could have produced results 50–100
times faster, but typically lower quality) with only occasional
visible artifacts. The weaknesses of the model can be seen
when failing to properly reconstruct face shots where the
azimuth rotation angle is large. We run the reconstruction
process for every fifth frame of the original video. Some
small segments of some of the videos were excluded from
beginning or end when the reconstruction failed completely.
We then carried out three experiments. First, we used
the latent codes of all reconstructed images (total of 50–200
frames, depending on original video length and face iden-
tity) to construct a single matrix comprising all the training
samples. We then ran the GP regression on the matrix in the
usual manner using our view-aware prior, and the camera
pose data from the original video frames. This resulted in
a reconstructed latent variable matrix of the same size as
before. We then fed these latent variables back to StyleGAN
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Figure 7. (Left) Distance matrices between two degrees-of-freedom rotations (for simpler visualization) with scale 0 pi. (a) shows
the geodesic distance, (b) the quaternion norm distance, (d) the separable periodic distance, and (e) the non-separable orientation distance.
(Right) Distance evaluations along the diagonal and when θ2 ≡ 0.
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Figure 8. Pose covariance matrix for all the 789 frames in the video in the tracking experiment in Sec. 4.1.
and decoded each code back to the image space, resulting
in smoothed versions of each of the original frames. The
smoothing effect can be seen in the attached video.
Second, we set up an essentially similar experiment, but
now using the latent codes of no more than the start and
end frames (i.e., two frames only, resulting in 2×18×512
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Figure 9. GP regression results of three tracks (out of 533) using the pose kernel in Sec. 4.1. The red points corresponds to ground-truth
trajectories, where ‘ ’ means training points and ‘ ’ corresponds to unseen points. The blue points are predicted mean values. The shaded
patches denote the 95% quantiles.
latent matrix) of the sequence, in combination with the full
covariance matrix of the camera pose. Nonetheless, we
used the same method as above to reproduce the whole
sequence of latent codes (e.g., 50×18×512). That is, all
the latent variables between the start and end frames were
interpolated with the view-aware GP prior. Again, we fed
the resulting latent codes back to StyleGAN, and confirmed
that the resulting frames not only have high quality, but also
follow the camera movement (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 10).
Finally, to evaluate the specific contribution of the view-
aware GP prior, we tried a simpler experiment where the
same start and end frames were used as an input, but the
intermediate latent codes were produced by simple linear
interpolation in the latent space (i.e., just taking latent values
from evenly sized intervals between the two known latent
values). We again fed these to StyleGAN to produce the
corresponding images. As should be expected (if the la-
tent space is well-behaved), the resulting images still have
high quality, but they simply rotate the face in evenly sized
increments per frame. This should be contrasted with the
previous experiment with view-aware prior, in which the
frames actually match the original camera movement. For
comparison, see Fig. 6.
Input #1 Input #2
Input #1 Input #2GP interpolation by known camera motion
Figure 10. Two more examples of view-aware latent space interpolation using the latent space of StyleGAN [24]. These reconstructions are
based on only taking the first and the last frame of short side-to-side video sequences (Input #1 and #2), encoding them into the GAN latent
space, and interpolating the intermediate frames using only the information of the associated camera poses (from Apple ARKit) captured
on an iPhone XS. The intermediate frames were recovered by regressing the latent space with our view-aware GP prior. The frames are
re-created in correct head orientations. The irregular angular speed of the camera movement (not shown) is precisely captured by our method,
resulting in non-symmetric interpolation.
